
SPRWS Work Related Injuries 
April‐June 2021 

 
SPRWS Claim # Date of Injury Division Job Title Injury Description Body Part 

21-008 4/01/2021 Distribution WATER UTILITY WORKER I 
Employee was cutting a rod while removing a fire hydrant when 
a piece of metal from the rod became lodged in his left eye. Left Eye 

*21-009 3/17/2121 Distribution WATER SYSTEM WORKER II 
Employee developed pain in his right shoulder over time while 
performing daily laborer work. Right Shoulder 

21-010  4/06/2021 Distribution WATER UTILITY WORKER I 
Employee developed pain in his right elbow over time from 
turning gate valves as part of his daily work.     Right Elbow 

21-011 4/16/2021  Distribution  WATER DISTRIBUTION 
SUPERVISOR I 

Employee bent over to pick up four wooden 4x4’s when he 
twisted and felt the muscles in the middle of his back begin to 
tighten.  

           Back 

20-012 4/28/2021 Engineering WATER UTILITY TECHNICIAN 
II 

Employee was fueling his work vehicle at a utility gas pump when 
he was sprayed with gasoline due to a damaged hose and nozzle 
on the gas pump. 

       Multiple (Face, Eyes, 
Exposed Skin, etc.) 

20-013 4/30/2021 Distribution  WATER UTILITY WORKER I 
Employee was loading a piece of equipment called a jumping jack 
onto a work truck when he burnt his right hand on the 
equipment muffler. 

         Right Hand 

21-014 6/01/2021 Distribution WATER DISTRIBUTION 
SUPERVISOR II 

Employee was searching for an item in the cab of dump truck 
#503 when he fell backwards out of the truck onto the asphalt 
pavement five feet below, injuring his head, neck, left elbow, and 
left shoulder blade. 

Head, Neck, Left 
Elbow, Left Shoulder 
Blade 

21-015 6/14/2021 Distribution WATER UTILITY WORKER I Employee tried to prevent scaffolding from tipping over at a 
work site, causing him to experience pain in his back.          Back 

21-016 6/17/2021 Business CUSTOMER SERVICE 
REPRESENTATIVE 

Employee was walking in the parking lot wearing wedge style 
shoes when she fell, landing on her left shin        Left Shin 

*Please Note:  Injury Report # 21-009 occurred in March of the 1st Quarter. However, an injury report was not submitted until April of the 2nd Quarter 

 


